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The American
way: poverty
wages
b y B . A n n Lastelle
Here we go again. One Wednesday line # 2 made 92
pallets of product; the rate is 72 pallets. The line leader
proudly announced the feat the next morning at our
kickoff meeting, and our supervisor praised the people
who had worked on that line. One co-worker asked: "If
the rate is 72, what sense does it make to do 92? They'll
just raise the rate for that job." Our supervisor said that
if she really didn't understand, he would explain it to her
after the meeting.
What he said was that if we make the product faster,
using fewer "man hours," we make it cheaper; the company will make more money; and we thereby secure our
jobs. One problem with his line of reasoning is that, of
the 14 people on line # 2 that day, only two—the line
leader and me—were Helene Curtis employees.
The 12 others were day laborers, whose jobs are never
secure. Just the opposite: the faster we all work, the fewer hours they work. Sure enough, by Friday only two
lines (instead of„five) were running—and only 33 people
(instead of over 60) were working—because we had done
"so well" earlier in the week. Fewer than 40 hours at
$4.50 an hour is hardly a living wage.
Karl Marx, in his analysis of capitalist production in
Capital, established the value of labor power—what
workers sell to the capitalist, their ability to labor—as
equal to the value of the necessities of life. The capitalist
makes a profit by forcing workers to labor longer and
harder than they would have to to merely produce the
equivalent value of their own needs. In the search for
ever greater profit, the capitalist may also resort to lowering wages below the value of labor power, below the
level at which workers can maintain themselves and
their children.
Marx noted: "What experience shows to the capitalist
generally is a constant excess of population... Hence capital is reckless of the health or length of life of the laborer, unless under compulsion from society." He gave an
(Continued on page 3)
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1964-the
Summer that
never ended
b y Lou Turner
The Civil Rights Movement (CRM) brought many
things to pass. The interminable memorialization of t h e
Movement's milestones with conferences, commemorations, museum exhibits and "homecomings" continues
to evoke "remembrance of things past." More often than
not, however, these nostalgic pilgrimages evince the raw
reality of a present where the spirit of "freedom now!"
has long since succumbed to a spirit of piling despair.
Memorials to the CRM often confront us with just
how profoundly unfinished the revolution is. This is unavoidable, despite all efforts to limit such gatherings to
the spirit of reunion and remembrance, which was the
intention of the organizers of the 30th anniversary commemoration of the 1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer
Project, held in Jackson, Mississippi, June 23-26.
As remote as so abstruse a philosopher as Hegel might
appear to be from the Mississippi Blackbelt, his philosophic description of the outcome of all practical movements aimed-at realizing the Good is strangely apropos
when considering today's post-Civil Rights reality. In the
aftermath of such movements, "There are still two
worlds in opposition," writes Hegel, "one a realm of subjectivity in the pure regions of transparent thought, the
other a realm of objectivity in the element of an externally manifold actuality that is an undisclosed realm of
darkness" (Science of Logic, trans. A.V. Miller, p. 820).
Whatever may be said of the subjectivity that inhabits
the "pure regions of transparent thought," for instance,
its evoking of historical memory with freedom songs and
testimonials, or the assertion of fresh commitments of
our personal and collective will to new struggles, there is
no avoiding the fact that the key to the "unresolved contradiction" between thought and reality is the troubling
question of how to face that "externally manifold actuality that is an undisclosed realm of darkness."
(Continued on page 10)
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The objectivity of philosophy
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'Militant Black women lead southern labor battles.'

'Unemployed—casualties of China's economic 'boom.'

I. Dialectics of organization
and economic reality
News and Letters Committees publishes the Draft
of Its Perspectives Thesis each year directly in the
pages of N&L We urge your participation in our
discussion around this thesis because our age Is
in such total crisis that no revolutionary organization can allow any separation between theory and
practice, workers and intellectuals, "inside" and
"outside," philosophy and organization. We are
raising questions and ask you to help in working
out the answers.
Nowhere is the .hypocrisy of U.S. foreign policy more evident than in regard to Haiti. After reneging on his campaign
promise not to turn away the Haitian boat people fleeing the
murderous regime of General Cedras, and after allowing
Cedras' army to perpetrate thousands more political murders, President Clinton has suddenly feigned compassion
for the tortured Haitian masses by sending signals for a
possible invasion of Haiti. It has included such markers as
rounding up political consensus from world leaders, especially in the Caribbean and Latin America; tightening the
economic sanctions; presenting a Black point-man in former
Congressman William Gray to front U.S. imperialist policy;
and the ever-ready rationale of "protecting American lives"
for public consumption at home.
What drives Clinton's actions is neither the sharp denunciation of his duplicitious policies by ousted Haitian President
Aristide nor any concern with the needs of the Haitian people. It is rather his effort to "vindicate U.S. leadership" and
the "credibility" of U.S. military forces, as Secretary of State
Warren Christopher put it at a recent Senate subcommittee
hearing.
This need to "vindicate U.S. leadership" flows from the
mishaps which have afflicted recent U.S. foreign policy, especially in Somalia and Bosnia. Despite the illusion that the
collapse of Communism and the U.S. "victory" in the Gulf
War would usher in a "new era" of American dominance, recent events have instead demonstrated the limits of U.S.
prowess. As a result, Clinton has become selective about
entangling himself in new forms of intervention overseas.
For that reason, and for the moment, the simmering crisis
on the Korean peninsula is being left to simmer. Clinton's
diffidence about the ability of the U.S. to impose "order"
overseas may even lead him into an arrangement that would
stop short of the outright invasion of Haiti. However, since
Haiti is seen as far less entrapping an area than other global
hotspots, it has been chosen as the location for "demonstrating U.S. resolve."
These realities have their origin in the economic crisis at home. The inseparability of economic-political crises
from ideology has always been the hallmark of our statecapitalist age. What has intensified today with Clintonomics
is the inseparability of domestic crises from the conduct of
foreign policy. So deep is the economic and political morass
of this most affluent nation that U.S. capitalism no longer
possesses the material resources to supply the basic needs
of the mass of its populace—let alone provide for the rest of

the world. That is starkly shown by the social agenda of that
"New Democrat," Bill Clinton.

A 'Ending welfare as
we have known it'
or restructuring poverty?
The growth of homelessness and poverty in the U.S. re?
ceived a new bureaucratic impetus with Clinton's June 11
unveiling of his $9.3 billion welfare reform program. The
most draconian welfare plan ever proposed by an American
president, it includes punitive measures against young
women having children and a two year limit to benefits. The
architect of the infamous "benign neglect" of the Nixon administration, sociologist-cum-Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, beamed with glee that Clinton was "the first President
in our history to have the courage and nobility to address
the problem of out-of-wedlock births." Social relations were
so turned upside down that the noble, the humanism of the
poor, is made to appear "base," while the base, the demonization of the poor, is made to appear "noble."
The announcement of Clinton's plan coincided with the
NAACP-sponsored African-American leadership summit,
called to face the social crisis in Black reality. That not a
word about Clinton's attack on the poor was uttered at the
concluding press conference of the Baltimore summit where
"leadership, leadership, leadership" was the order of the
day, is a measure of the failure not only of this summit but of
post-Civil Rights Black leadership historically. The' only thing
that unified the disparate agendas at the summit was their
defense against the media-generated clamor for them to
disavow the anti-semitism of Louis Farrakhan—a self-righteous defense of their own noble yearning to "never again allow an external force to attempt to dictate with whom we can
meet."
The Republican Right wasted no time in brandishing its
criticism of Clinton's welfare reform, motivated no doubt by
their chagrin at him stealing their agenda. Where Clinton
usurped the conservative crime issue earlier this year with
his "three strikes and you're out" Crime Bill, his Welfare Plan
stipulates "two years and you're kicked off," whether you
have a job or not. Moreover, he intends to pay for his program by reducing spending for other social programs, especially for immigrants. "Ending welfare as we have known
it" Clinton-style will therefore not end poverty, but only restructure it.
This restructuring of poverty flows from the restructuring
of the U.S. economy over the last two decades—a restructuring which has disclosed the most uneven differentiation
of American capital accumulation in this century. De-industrlallzatlon of the Northeast, Midwest and parts of the far
West, along with re-industrializatlon of the South, is the
(continued on page 5)
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Women's history in civil rights debated
b y Laurie Green
So many discussions at the Third Southern Confer-,
ence on Women's History at Rice University in Houston
June 2-5, represented serious efforts to grapple with the
South's legacy of freedom struggles, that the conference .
often transcended the bounds of academia. Particularly
significant was that many focused on women civil rights
activists—their historical significance, their invisibihty
in historical accounts and their legacy.
The choice of Houston as a site for the conference
drew attention to the neglect of the Latino dimensions of
Texas and Florida. Traditionally, Chicanos and Latinos

| Woman as Reason

lectics of Revolution (1985). Barnett related her dismay
with feminists who argue that Black women's work
wasn't feminist because they didn't call it that.
However, another participant, a white historian, asked
Barnett why, if she considered these women's activism
as feminist, whether she would also consider as feminist
such women's organizations as the one formed by white
women in Little Rock to keep Black children out of the
segregated white schools in 1959—since they too "were
organized as women. Barnett and others gave her an. impassioned response that feminism had to mean everyone's freedom or it wasn't feminism.
The discussion in this workshop underlined to me that
while oral histories are indispensable because of how
they link scholars to their "sources," this relationship is
not alone the total answer for making history serve the
purpose of working out the "contradictory dialectic of
domination and dissent." Thus this conference, while inspirational because of the attention historians gave to .
these untold stories, must also be taken as a challenge to
the battle of ideas over what direction feminist theory
will take in relation to grasping the meaning of historical
experience for today.

have been viewed as "not really part of the South" because they don't fit the Old South model of development.
However, the absence of Chicanos at the conference was
as striking as the small number of women from historically Black colleges.
Significantly the first speaker was Evelyn Nakano
Glenn, a Japanese American historian. Her talk, "Beyond Biracialism: Multi-Racial Relations and Regional
History," addressed the invisibility of women in the
South who don't fit into "bi-racial" (Black-white) categories. Glenn warned against erasing the rich diversity
of women's positions at the intersection of race, class,
ethnicity and gender. She also argued that different
b y Mary J o Grey
groups of women have power over other women.
Thinking back on some comments that followed, however, I worried that this discussion sidestepped Blackwhite relations as hegemonic in the U.S. specifically because of the history of slavery and Black liberation
struggles. Other forms of racism cannot be ripped out of
the context of that dual legacy.
The speech that impressed me most was Tera Hunter's at a panel on "How New is the New South? Voices
from the Borders." Hunter's forthcoming book on
household workers in Atlanta is called Washing Amazons
Strike Back. She discussed the general strike of laundry
workers during the 1881 Atlanta Exposition and threatened strike during the 1895 Cotton Exposition at which
Booker T. Washington gave his infamous speech supporting Black accommodation to segregation.
Hunter challenged interpretations of the conservative
. turn-of-the-century New South economic, political and
More than two and a half years after they went on strike
social relations based on the alternative vision found in
against Diamond Walnut in Stockton, Cal. for decent
these laundry workers. Her talk discussed the imporwages and benefits (see March 1992 N&L), women worktance of dialectics in relation to race, class and geners are. still on the picket line battling for their jobs. The
der—what she called the "contradictory dialectic of
company replaced the more than 200 women—many
domination and dissent."
with over 20 years seniority—with mainly younger men.
Hunter's comments illuminate how oral history became a thread running through the conference. Two
* * *
white graduate students from Arkansas have begun an
Several hundred South African women who live in a
oral history project on women in the Civil Rights Movesquatters settlement on the pavement of Umgeni Road
ment: "Rearing a Revolutionary: Mothers and Daughoutside of the Durban train station are facing not only
ters of the Arkansas Delta." A woman from North Carohomelessness, but the daily fear of attack, rape and roblina, writing on the impact of historical memory of past
bery by local thugs. Although the police station is only a
struggles on today, focused on Tillery, a town important
few blocks away, cops have left the women and children
in the Civil Rights Movement. The Concerned Citizens, • to fend for themselves. Women's groups are petitioning
of Tillery now work on issues like water pollution by cornewly elected President Nelson Mandela to ensure that
porate hog farmers who are forcing Black farmers off
police regularly patrol this area, investigate the attacks
their land.
and arrest those responsible.
—Information from Equality Now
Constance Curry, a white woman who was a civil
* * *
rights leader in Mississippi, chaired one important workA group of women in Ukraine are organizing the Ukrainshop. She is now doing an oral history on Mae Bertha
ian Center on Women's Studies focusing on: ending disCarter, the Black woman in Sunflower County who led
crimination against women; supporting women who are
the fight to integrate the schools there (See N&L, May
victims of violence; medical research to combat the eco1993). Curry, in turn, was discussed by Bernice McNair
logical impact of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster; reviving
Barnett, who is writing a book on women-leaders in the
the cultural achievements of Ukrainian women; translatCivil Rights Movement.
ing feminist works into Ukrainian; creating the first
Barnett's comment that the very decades white femifeminist library in Kiev, and preparing women's studies
nists consider the "doldrums" for feminism—the 1940s
programs for the universities.
and '50s—were decades of activism for Black women,
prompted much discussion. This point, to me, signifies
even more than the ongoing nature of Black women's activism. A new world of struggle was emerging with the
activity of Black and working women during and after
Chicago— I am writing this in response to the article
World War I—a point made powerfully by Raya
in the June issue on the mind of the oppressed. (See
Dunayevskaya in her Women's Liberation and the Dia"Spirit of revolt," N&L, p. 1.) The ruling class fears the
mind of the oppressed because they realize its potential.
They try to manipulate it in many ways. Recently, the
covers of Time and Newsweek depicted an almost identical picture of O.J. Simpson, except that Time's was a
darker-enhanced picture. Why did they do it? To portray
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a more sinister-looking O.J. Simpson to sell more magazines?
News & Letters (ISSN 0028-8969) is published 10 times a
This is not a new thing for people who are familiar
year, monthly, except bi-monthly January-February and
with the concept of the "culture industry" and how it
August-September for $2.50 a year (bulk order of five or
makes the masses its object. The media wants to decide
more — 15<2) by News & Letters, 59 East Van Buren, Rm.
707, Chicago, IL 60605. Telephone (312) 663-0839; FAX
Simpson's guilt for the masses because it's a spectacular
(312)663-9069. Second Class postage paid at Chicago, Illistory which sells. Culture industries have a way of twistnois. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to News &
ing thctruth for their own benefit.
Letters, 59 East Van Buren, Rm. 707, Chicago, IL 60605.
Why has there been so much media attention devoted
Articles may be reprinted verbatim if credited to "News &
to O.J. Simpson's actions of wife beating? It has brought
Letters. "
spouse abuse to the public's eyes more than ever before,
which is good. But when we buy into the "O.J. Simpson
Raya IJanayevskaya, ChairwoHMa, is guilty" story without a trial, or co-opt $be press's view
National Editorial Board (1855-1987)
as our own, we buy into, not the tragedy of bis ex-wife's
Charles Denby, Editor {1955-1983)
death, but the spectacular idea of a superstar, an AmeriOlga Domanski, Peter Wermuth, Co-National
can Hero, beating his ex-wife to death.
"Organizers, News and Letters Committees
It is clear the media wants us to think Simpson is
Lou Turner, Managing Editor
guilty. Why? What is the issue here? It has enabled the
Michael Flug, Marxist-Humanist Archivist
media to take our minds off the issues of national health
Felix Martin, Labor Editor
m...m
care and other questions which require a lot of thought.
We need to not only watch the story itself, but how it afI ••' f
News & Letters
fects society as this piece of news unfolds inside the
1^¾
is printed in
press. Does the press merely want to report the news, or
a union shop.
is there something more to it?
—Christine
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I workers take on sipes I
Editot's note: Workers at Howe Sipes baseball apparel
and jacket company in Memphis, Tenn., most of them
Black women, voted in Local 282 of the United Furniture Workers of America in 1993. Because Sipes refuses
to bargain in good faith, the AFL-CIO has sanctioned a
boycott. Below is a N&L interview with workers.
Memphis,
Tenn,—The boss is very prejudiced, especially toward us Black women. One supervisor likes to
look down ladies' blouses. But more it's how the boss figures we don't deserve our rights to anything—the work,
the say-so, the money, the respect. He doesn't want to
give us a contract and he treats us like dirt, like we don't
even exist. He called us b
s and trash.
If my day care calls, the manager gets mad. He throws
the phone down and says: somebody's calling about your
child. All of us are heads of household. The majority in
the plant receive food stamps and work 40 hours a week,
and we can't even provide ourselves with lunch.
We don't get any insurance—it's too high. For a single
person, all they pay is $71 a year. We have to pay $30
some dollars per week. It's $500 a month for a family. I
take home $168 a week. You think I can afford that? Out
of that whole plant, only seven people have insurance.
Our biggest problem is favoritism. The boss has certain picks. If you're for the company you have all the
privileges, like access to the phone, the bathroom, chit
chat with your friends. But as long as you're for the
union you have to sit there and be quiet. If the boss is
mad at you, he'll take you off your work and put you on
somebody else's. They use rules to lay you off. Last week
we got a whole board full of rules. It's so many it'll take
your whole break to read them.
Now the boss is slacking off work. He's sending workers home, telling them to call back Monday. What he's
doing is taking our work and shipping it to another
plant. He had a man come in with a video camera. He's
going to say this is a time 'study. He took that video to
another plant and is showing these people our work.
Now baseball season is over and it's wool time. They got
the tape, so they could learn how to sew wool jackets.
Since we voted the union in, he ships work out so all
we can get is $5 an hour [because there's not enough
production to make above the base rate]. You've got ladies that have been here 27 years making $5 an hour.
People in the cutting department are cutting the work,
but they're boxing it and they don't put labels on it. The
boss has a truck come to drive it to Mississippi.
He came to the workers one by one, telling them he
was losing money. He said he couldn't bring the work
out because union people wouldn't sew the work. And he
had to go borrow money—and this man is filthy rich. He
didn't let the union people get the work, that's why he
couldn't bring us the work out.
But we stand our ground. We speak our minds. The
plant manager gives you these stupid questions like:
Why were you in the bathroom? He knows what you do
in there! They want to run it like it's the nineteenth century. You're a slave, do what I say.

Global issues test NWSA
Ames, Iowa—The 1994 National Women's Studies
Association (NWSA) conference in Ames, Iowa, saw 900
women gathered to discuss "Teaching theory and action:
Women working in a global context." This global theme
was certainly manifest in the number of panels on China, Russia, East Europe, Africa and Latin America.
In a panel on "Feminist responses to Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina," Katarina Vidovic, from the Croatian
feminist organization Kareta, critiqued feminists who
fail to understand that rapes committed against women
in Bosnia and Croatia were not a weapon of war as in
"all wars," but a genocidal policy by the Serbian government. She challenged any abstract appeal for peace
which does not distinguish between perpetrators of genocide and those who are its victims.
Frieda Afary, a Bosnia solidarity activist, asked, "Why
are thei Bosnians being forced to accept a plan masterminded1 by world powers which solidifies ethnic cleansing? And why are solidarity activists in the U.S. either
tailending Clinton or making alliances with right-wing
critics of Clinton?" To her this betrayal showed what
happens when a solidarity movement accepts the limits
of the given instead of working out a humanist philosophy of liberation independent of all state powers.
At the plenary on "Feminist Theories in a Global Perspective," Chandra Mohanty, editor of Third World
Women and the Politics of Feminism, argued feminists
cannot address global issues without taking a stand
against racism and capitalism: "At the same time that
we hear about democracy in East Europe, democracy is
being undermined in the U.S. Democracy is a code word
for capitalism, free-market capitalism." She challenged
women to work out a new feminist praxis.
It was sad that Barbara Smith's powerful talk was
scheduled for the very end of the last plenary, after most
had left. Smith, who is currently writing a history of African-Atnerican fesbians and . gays, challenged
postmodernism (or reducing her subjectivity as a Black
lesbian to a literary and political construct.
You could hear the anger in Smith's voice when she
attributed anti-historical and anti-revolutionary trends
in theory to reactionary regimes and the move toward
fascism on a global scale. The key question in taking the
measure of any theory remains, in Sonia Sanchez's
words, "how do it free us?" Smith emphasized that she
still considers Marxism the best theory because of its
analysis of power and its vision of a new world of revolution. The questions raised at this conference demand serious discussion and action.
—Sheila Fuller

